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fire fence intro

	The fire fence movies released, inventions used are free to all; as identified in its simplicity.

Fire fence one. A full scale fire test for a fire retardant, that makes many promises. PLUS a preliminary review of the national

ignition facility in San Francisco, and their intent to ignite the same fire here, as is on the sun.

Fire fence two; is a full scale fire test for stopping the spread of forest fire/ by controlling the ability of embers and other leaf type

debris to extend beyond this fence. PLUS a preliminary review of the extreme light infrastructure nearly complete and ready for

testing. They have built 3 lasers, which can be combined into an energy burst of:

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 watts of electrical power, all hitting the same spot in

space, at the same time, at the speed of light times three; plus the acceleration, and subsequent chaos of explosive realities when the

beams crash.

Fire fence three: is a realistic fire test for stopping a grassland or brush fire, from spreading. PLUS the preliminary examination of

the people at CERN, whose most indicative expression is: ?We WILL recreate conditions mimicking the BIG BANG? here on earth.

The single most destructive event, in the history of this universe. Right here on earth. ?Ain't that great??

Fire fence four: is an invention that establishes a method for do it yourself fire suppression systems/ that cheaply and quickly create

a water sprinkler system. PLUS, it examines the reality of university mutilation of nature itself, by tampering with genetic DNA.

Which does present the instructions that build every body of life on this planet. The witch doctors called geneticists in worship of

their religion called evolution say; LETS HAVE CHAOS in nature, it will be great.

Fire fence five: is a review of our situation as humanity on this world, establishing preliminary critical statistics, which identify a

collapse of our ability to exist on this planet is in fact by the evidence coming soon. It also provides a short description of several

usable ideas for your discussion. For free.
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